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Heterostructures are often employed when multifunctional materials are needed, each component bringing its 
own property. The most commonly observed system is the core-shell one where the inner component brings 
the main property (magnetic, optic, electric …) while the shell material plays the role of a barrier, a structure 
stabilizer or make the material compatible with the surrounding medium. It is typically the case for magnetic 
particles used of the treatment of cancer by hyperthermia (specific heating of the tissue by the local heating of 
magnetic nanoparticles in an appropriate magnetic field) around which a silica shell makes the particle 
biocompatible. In other applications, the first component of the heterostructure doesn’t need to have its surface 
fully covered: only a good interface with the second component is required to allow charge transfer for 
instance. This is the case for photocatalytic materials or for supported metallic catalyst where the support may 
temporary store electrons form the metal to accelerate the catalytic reaction.  
  Thus, the aim of the thesis is to explore innovative synthesis techniques where the activation source is 
selected to really improve the quality of the formed heterostructure and consequently its efficiency for the 
targeted application. The Nano group of the LCMCP is specialist in microwave assisted heating for 
hydrothermal oxide nanoparticles synthesis [1] and has also a good experience in the use of UV light 
irradiation to induce metal nanoparticles nucleation and growth at the surface of a photo-active material.[3] 
These skills will be used to prepare new oxide-metal heterostructures for catalytic applications. Indeed, with its 
unique heating efficiency on selected sensitive solvent and materials, the microwave heating induces original 
reactivity or may activate other phenomena. A study has shown, for instance, that under combined UV and 
microwave irradiation at defined temperature TiO2 particles are more photocatalytically active than with UV 
only at the same temperature.[3]
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We would like to demonstrate the same effect on the growth of metallic ruthenium  on well selected TiO2 
nanoparticles. A recent study showed that UV irradiation of TiO2 P25 in the presence of RuCl3 could lead to 1 
nm Ru metallic nanoparticles deposited within 1 hour.[4] Improved heterostructures are targeted with 
microwave-assisted activation. The catalytic reaction of CO2 methanation will serve as benchmark and can be 
done through collaborations.   
The second targeted system is precisely the one of iron oxide based materials used for hyperthermia. The 
inorganic protective shell around iron oxide nanoparticles is generally obtained by sol-gel condensation in 
solution. However, the condensation is not systematically observed at the surface of the iron oxide and can form 
separated nano-particles of the shell material. The present project aims at using the hyperthermia of the 
magnetic particles to induce condensation only locally around the particles where the thermal activation is 
possible. We plan to prepare different inorganic shells for different applications: silica for hyperthermia and 
titanium oxide for water splitting. We also plan to synthesize hybrid shells of Metallic Organic Frameworks. 
Indeed, the MOF can bring its tuned porosity to give access to the iron oxide nanoparticles surface that can play 
the role of Fenton-like catalyst for pollutant degradation (a depollution process involving radical formation 
catalyzed by iron ions). [5]        
The PhD project is clearly focused on the synthesis of innovative nanostructures. This is why we look for a 
graduated candidate with good knowledges in inorganic materials syntheses and corresponding 
characterization techniques. Additional knowledges in catalysis or electrochemistry may also be useful but not 
mandatory. 
 

Gold nanoparticles photodeposited on TiO2 nanoparticles 
under microwave irradiation (unpublished results).


